
Abstract Spectroscopic measurements are a powerful tool to investigate the surface composition of airless 
bodies and provide clues of their origin. The composition and origin of Phobos and Deimos are still unknown 
and are currently widely debated. We present spectroscopic measurements of Phobos and Deimos at ultraviolet 
and visible wavelengths (250–650 nm) made by the NOMAD-Ultraviolet and Visible Spectrometer (UVIS) on 
the ExoMars TGO mission. These new spectra cover multiple areas on Phobos and Deimos, and are of generally 
higher spectral resolution and signal-to-noise than previous spectra, and extend to lower wavelengths than most 
previous measurements. The UVIS spectra confirm a red-sloped spectrum lacking any strong absorption features; 
however, we confirm the presence of a previously identified absorption feature near 0.65 μm and tentative 
absorption near 0.45 μm. The observed Phobos and Deimos spectra are similar to D- and T-type asteroids, 
adding weight to the captured asteroid hypothesis for the moons' origins. We also find, however, that the UVIS 
Phobos reflectance spectra of Phobos' red unit is a relatively close match to the olivine-rich, highly shocked 
Mars meteorite NWA 2737, with a low overall reflectance, a red-sloped spectrum, and lack of olivine-associated 
absorption bands in the UVIS spectral range. This meteorite, however, exhibits spectral features at longer 
wavelengths that not observed in the Martian moon spectra, indicating a need for further investigation at longer 
wavelengths to interpret whether this material could inform our understanding of Phobos' origin.

Plain Language Summary Whether the Martian moons Phobos and Deimos are captured asteroids 
that originated outside the Mars system or formed from a debris disk around Mars during its formation or following 
a large impact on Mars is widely debated. Measurements of reflected sunlight from the surfaces of Phobos and 
Deimos can provide pivotal information on their composition as well as clues to their origins. In this study, we 
present a comparison between observations of Phobos and Deimos made with the NOMAD Ultraviolet and VIsible 
Spectrometer (UVIS) on the ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter (TGO) and previous spectral measurements from other 
missions. The UVIS spectra show a good agreement with previous observations, with the Phobos and Deimos 
spectra showing a red-sloped spectrum similar to primitive carbonaceous chondrite asteroids. A change in the 
spectral slope at wavelengths longer than 0.53 μm is shown to be consistent with the previously identified 0.65 μm 
absorption feature. The similarity between the measured Phobos ultraviolet and visible spectrum and highly-shocked 
olivine from the Mars meteorite NWA 2737 entices the question of whether Phobos and Deimos surfaces could be 
composed of a similar dark olivine matrix and formed within the accretion disk created from a giant impact on Mars.
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Key Points:
•  Phobos and Deimos reflectance 

spectra have been obtained from the 
ExoMars NOMAD spectrometer 
covering 250–650 nm

•  UVIS measurements confirm the 
spectral similarity of Phobos and 
Deimos to primitive carbonaceous 
chondrite asteroids

•  The spectrum of Phobos is analogous 
to some features of shock-produced 
dark olivine which could support an 
alternative planetary origin
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1. Introduction
The origin of Phobos and Deimos is still unknown, with the two leading hypotheses being as a captured, possibly 
primitive carbonaceous chondrite, asteroid, or from accretion within a debris disk following a giant impact on 
Mars. The spectral, and visual, likeness of Phobos and Deimos to primitive carbonaceous chondrite asteroids 
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led to the proposition of the moons being captured asteroids (Bell et  al.,  1993; Burns,  1978,  1992; Murchie 
et al., 1991; Pollack et al., 1979; Thomas et al., 1992) and more recent observations have continued to show 
the spectral similarity between the moons and D-type and T-type asteroids (Fraeman et al., 2014; Murchie & 
Erard, 1996; Pajola et al., 2013). The captured asteroid theory, however, fails to account for the near-circular orbit 
of the martian moons. Pajola et al. (2012) proposed an updated collisional scenario for the capture of Phobos and 
showed that the capture of a D-type asteroid ejected from the main asteroid belt could be possible following a 
collision with a planetesimal in the martian orbital vicinity.

The origin of Phobos and Deimos from accretion within a debris disk, following a giant impact on Mars was 
proposed by Craddock (1994, 2011) and more recent studies have shown that such a formation mechanism can 
explain the orbital characteristics of both moons, but not their spectral properties (Hesselbrock & Minton, 2017; 
Hyodo & Charnoz, 2017; Hyodo & Ohtsuki, 2015; Ida et al., 1997; Rosenblatt et al., 2016). Ronnet et al. (2016) 
showed that direct gas-to-solid condensation in the outer edges of the debris disk could lead to the creation of 
small (<2 μm) sized particles and that the accretion of such small particles, as the building blocks of Phobos and 
Deimos, could explain both their physical and spectral characteristics.

Neither the captured asteroid nor the accretion scenario can fully reconcile the orbital, physical and spectral 
properties of Phobos and Deimos. High-resolution spectral measurements can help answer the origin ques-
tion of the moons by identifying absorption bands associated with various transition series elements, including 
spin-forbidden and charge-transfer bands, in order to constrain possible surface mineralogy.

The first spectral measurements of Phobos and Deimos by the Mariner 9 and Viking missions showed the moons 
to have a dark and flat visible spectrum analogous to low-albedo C-type asteroids (Pang et al., 1978, 1983; 
Pollack et al., 1978). Later spectral measurements in the ultraviolet (UV) through to the near-infrared (NIR) 
by the Combined Photometer and radiometer for Mars (KRFM) and the Imaging Spectrometer for Mars (ISM) 
aboard Phobos 2 (Murchie & Erard, 1996) showed that Phobos and Deimos exhibited a dark red-sloped spec-
trum (i.e., the reflectance increases with increasing wavelength) inconsistent with C-type asteroids and more 
analogous to D-type to T-type asteroids. Furthermore, the Phobos 2 observations revealed that the surface of 
Phobos contained two distinct geographic units that differed in their color and UV spectral properties. The “blue 
unit” is associated with the interior and ejecta of the Stickney crater (the largest crater on Phobos, with a size 
of 9 km) and is predominantly located in the Phobos leading hemisphere. On the contrary, the “red unit” covers 
the rest of the surface and dominates the Phobos trailing hemisphere (Murchie et  al.,  1991). The boundary 
between the blue and red units in the sub-Mars hemisphere (i.e., the hemisphere of the moon that faces Mars) is 
unknown but has been estimated to be near the sub-Mars point (the location on the moon's surface that a vector 
joining the center of Mars to the center of Phobos would intersect) (Murchie et al., 1999; Pajola et al., 2017). 
Spectrally, the reflectance of the blue unit exhibits a flatter red-sloped gradient compared to the red unit, which 
shows greater drop off at wavelengths shorter than 400 nm. The Phobos leading edge was measured using the 
Hubble Space Telescope (HST) Faint Object Spectrograph (FOS) (Zellner & Wells, 1994), with the resultant 
spectrum consistent with the shallower red-sloped Phobos blue unit revealed from the Phobos 2 measure-
ments (Murchie & Erard, 1996). The Imager for Mars Pathfinder (IMP) provided spectral measurements of 
the sub-Mars hemisphere, which was shown to have spectral characteristics intermediate between the blue and 
red units. However, a closer resemblance to the red unit suggests that the sub-Mars hemisphere is dominated 
by the red unit (Murchie et al., 1999). The IMP measurements also provided the first evidence of a weak spec-
tral feature in the Phobos spectrum between 600 and 700 nm. This weak 650 nm feature was later confirmed 
by telescopic measurements of Phobos (Binzel et al., 2001, 2004) and showed the band depth increased with 
increasing distance from the blue unit.

More recent observations made using the Observatoire pour la Minéralogie, l’Eau, les Glaces et l’Activité 
(OMEGA) aboard Mars Express (Bibring et al., 2004) and the Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer 
for Mars (CRISM) on the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (Murchie et al., 2007) refined our knowledge of the dark, 
nearly featureless, red-sloped spectrum of Phobos from visible to NIR wavelengths. The images taken by OMEGA 
and CRISM allowed for a direct comparison of the Phobos red and blue units, confirming a flatter spectrum for 
the former (Fraeman et al., 2012; Pajola et al., 2018). In addition, the CRISM measurements provided further 
confirmation of the weak spectral feature centered around 0.65 μm, revealing band depths between 1% and 4% for 
the Phobos red unit and no absorption seen for the blue unit (Fraeman et al., 2014). Disc-integrated measurements 
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of the Phobos trailing edge were obtained by the Optical, Spectroscopic, and Infrared Remote Imaging System 
(OSIRIS) on Rosetta (Keller et al., 2007). The OSIRIS spectrum was in good agreement with previous observa-
tions, with a steeper UV drop off indicative of the red unit (Pajola et al., 2012).

While Deimos has not been as extensively observed as Phobos, spectroscopic observations of Deimos have been 
performed using the HST FOS (Zellner & Wells, 1994), Mars Pathfinder (Murchie et al., 1999) and CRISM 
(Fraeman et al., 2012). These observations have shown that Deimos exhibits a red-sloped reflectance spectrum at 
UV and visible wavelengths similar to the Phobos red unit (Pang et al., 1978, 1983; Pollack et al., 1978). While 
this similarity between the spectral reflectance of Deimos and Phobos' red unit could suggest a common origin for 
both moons, the surface of Deimos is more spectrally uniform and does not display distinct spectral units (Pang 
et al., 1983; Rivkin et al., 2002).

Potential absorption at 0.65  μm is the only identified spectral feature at UV and visible wavelengths in the 
Phobos and Deimos spectra and is a common feature observed on red, low albedo primitive asteroids (Chapman 
et al., 1973). The likeness of the surface reflectance of Phobos and Deimos to primitive D-type and T-type aster-
oids (Fraeman et al., 2012; Murchie & Erard, 1996; Pajola et al., 2012; Rivkin et al., 2002) provides supportive 
evidence that Phobos and Deimos could be captured asteroids. Furthermore, a 0.65 μm spectral feature is not 
readily diagnostic of a specific mineralogy and therefore insufficient to determine the mineralogy of the moons. 
Fraeman et al. (2014) have shown that the 0.65 μm feature can be sufficiently replicated by highly desiccated 
Fe-phyllosilicates or by nanophase Fe-particles ranging from a few nanometers to a few micrometers in size that 
could arise from space-weathering-related processes, resulting in the formation of Fe and OH on the moons' 
surfaces, similar to lunar mare soils found on Earth's Moon as a product of space weathering (Clark et al., 2012; 
Pieters et al., 2000).

The NOMAD-UVIS results presented in this paper arguably provided the highest quality reflectance spectra 
in the 250–650  nm region. UVIS provides the opportunity to verify previous observations of possible spec-
tral features and to search for absorption bands associated with various transition series elements, including 
spin-forbidden and charge-transfer bands (e.g., Cloutis, 1997, 2002; Greenberger et al., 2015). Spin-forbidden 
bands can be narrow, on the order of a few to a few tens of nanometers, and can indicate the presence, crystal-
lographic structure, and oxidation state of specific cations. However, such narrow absorption bands could be 
missed by multispectral imagers or could be confused with noise in the higher spectral resolution, lower signal to 
noise data. We can use previous observations in this and other wavelength regions to constrain possible surface 
mineralogy (such a review was recently presented by Poggiali et al. (2022)) and investigate the implications of 
these observations in providing new information about the origin of the martian moons. In Section 2, we present 
the UVIS observations and their main characteristics and Section 3 describes the calibration process. Finally, in 
Section 4, we present the characteristics of the spectral reflectance of Phobos and Deimos at the UVIS wave-
lengths and discuss the implications of these new measurements.

2. UVIS Observation Characteristics
UVIS is the UV-Vis channel of the Nadir and Occultation for MArs Discovery (NOMAD) spectrometer suite 
(Vandaele et al., 2018) aboard the ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter (TGO) and has been operating in Mars orbit since 
April 2018. A full description of the UVIS instrument and its calibration can be found in Patel et al.  (2017), 
Mason et al. (2022), and Willame et al. (2022). UVIS has been performing approximately two to three meas-
urement campaigns of the martian moons every month since September 2021, with each campaign containing 
between 45 and 120 separate spectral measurements, called frames.

The apparent size of Phobos in the UVIS Field of View (FOV) ranges from a minimum of just under 11.8 arcmin-
utes to a maximum of 13.7 arcminutes. This is significantly smaller than the UVIS nadir FOV of 43 arcminutes, 
therefore, Phobos does not fill the entire FOV of the UVIS nadir channel. However, the total nadir FOV is formed 
of 19 optical fibers which individually have an angular FOV of ∼7 arcminutes (Patel et  al.,  2017), allowing 
Phobos to fill the FOV of a single fiber. In Figure 1a, we provide an illustration of the UVIS FOV with the 19 
optical fibers superimposed on Phobos for the UVIS measurement campaign performed on 16 October 2022. The 
image of Phobos was generated using the NASA Navigation and Ancillary Information Facility (NAIF) SPICE 
toolkit (Acton, 1996; Acton et al., 2018) (hereafter referred to simply as SPICE). Approximately 11 min after 
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this UVIS observation, an image of Phobos was captured (Figure 1b) by the Color and Stereo Surface Imaging 
System (CaSSIS) (Roloff et al., 2017; Thomas et al., 2017, 2022) aboard TGO, providing context for the projec-
tion of UVIS FOV on the surface of Phobos. Since the apparent size of Phobos is comparable to the individual 
fiber FOV, the resulting spectra can be regarded as disc-integrated measurements. The two Phobos campaigns 
we present in this study were executed on 28 May 2022 (here after May-22) and 16 October 2022 (Oct-22) and 
were chosen as the best candidates for representing the red and blue units on the surface of Phobos. The interested 
reader can find the spectra from all UVIS Phobos observations in Appendix A.

The apparent size of Deimos in the nadir FOV is significantly smaller than the FOV of a single fiber, with an 
apparent diameter of approximately 2 arcminutes. As such, all measurements of Deimos are disc-integrated. 
Deimos observations with mid-to-high phase angles have low signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) <4 that limit any 
useful analysis. The single campaign we present in this study was performed on 25 October 2022 and represents 
the optimal Deimos measurement by UVIS to date. The observations during this campaign had a mean phase 
angle of ∼28° with a minimum of ∼10° at the start of the observation, a SNR of ∼14 at 260 nm and a SNR of >60 
across visible wavelengths. Figure 1c shows the simulated projection of Deimos generated using SPICE within 
the FOV of a single fiber (green circle) and Figure 1d shows a CaSSIS image of Deimos taken on 4 September 
2022 to provide context for the sub-Mars hemisphere of Deimos.

For Phobos and Deimos observations, UVIS is pointed along the vector from TGO to the center of moons. Since 
Phobos and Deimos are tidally locked and the orbit of TGO lies within the orbit of Phobos, UVIS always observes 
the same general area (with only slight deviations), which is located east of Stickney Crater in the sub-Mars 

Figure 1. (a) An illustration of the UVIS Phobos measurement taken on 16 October 2022 showing the size of Phobos 
compared to the FOV of the nadir channel (red circle) and the FOV of the individual fibers (green circles). (b) CaSSIS 
image of Phobos taken 11 min after the UVIS measurement. The red footprint shows the projection of a UVIS fiber FOV on 
the surface of Phobos. (c) An illustration of the size of Deimos compared to the FOV of a single fiber (green circle) for the 
observation made on 25 October 2022. (d) CaSSIS image of Deimos taken on 4 September 2022 to provide context for the 
hemisphere of Deimos measured by UVIS.
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hemisphere. It is important to highlight that the UVIS measurement campaigns are always performed when TGO 
is on the nightside of Mars; therefore, we do not have to consider Mars-shine in our calculated reflectance factor 
(defined as the measured radiance divided by the incident solar irradiance).

Spacecraft constraints prohibited tracking of a specific location on the surface; therefore, each individual obser-
vation within a measurement campaign will observe a slightly different location on the surface as Phobos rotates 
with respect to the FOV. The phase angle also varies during a campaign as TGO moves along its orbit, with the 
amount of signal received by UVIS decreasing as the phase angle increases, reducing the SNR. To limit the 
introduction of increased noise from measurements at higher phase angles, and to reduce any spatial variability 
in our spectrum, we averaged all frames containing a signal intensity greater than 90% of the maximum signal 
observed throughout the Phobos pass and constrain the change in observed position on the surface to ±1°. With 
these criteria, 7 and 16 frames are combined to produce a single Phobos observation spectrum for each measure-
ment campaign.

The two Phobos observations we present here cover slightly different geographical locations on Phobos, which 
we illustrate in Figures 2a and 2b. The outlines in Figures 2a and 2b represent the projected footprint of the 
central UVIS fiber FOV superimposed on the Viking Phobos mosaic (Simonelli et al., 1993; Stooke, 2015) and 
the illumination was calculated using SPICE for the time of peak signal recorded by UVIS. All observations are 
centered near the sub-Mars point with observation Oct-22 (Figure 2b) being the furthest offset toward Stickney 
crater, while observation May-22 (Figure 2a) is centered southeast of the sub-Mars point. Figure 2c shows the 
Viking mosaic of Deimos modified to show the illumination at the time of the UVIS Deimos observation. Since 
the FOV is larger than Deimos, we illustrate what UVIS observed by only showing surface regions that were 
visible to UVIS (setting any surface segment with a phase angle >90°, calculated using SPICE, to black).

3. Data Reduction and Calibration
During the nominal operation observing the martian atmosphere, all 19 fibers are usually illuminated within 
the nadir FOV. The light from each fiber is projected onto a different CCD row along the detector y-axis, while 
the spectral information is projected across the CCD columns along the detector x-axis (see Figure 1 in Mason 
et al., 2022). Since Phobos does not fill the total UVIS FOV, only a couple of fibers will be illuminated and the 
distribution of light on the detector will differ from that of a typical Mars nadir observation. The light dispersion 
on the UVIS detector for a single frame in a Phobos observation, showing three fibers illuminated, is shown in 
Figure 3. The first thing to note is that, compared to the Mars’ nadir-viewing observations (Mason et al., 2022), 
no straylight is evident in the Phobos frame. The source of the straylight within UVIS is not fully understood; 
however, the lack of straylight in the Phobos and Deimos observation points toward the source of the straylight 
perhaps arising from the outer optical fibers positioned away from the central axis of the spectrometer mirrors, 
resulting in internal scattering.

The calibration procedure begins by dividing the CCD frame into two regions, the first region contains the two 
fibers between CCD rows 50 and 109 (since their signals overlap and merge at longer wavelengths), and a second 
region that contains a third illuminated fiber centered at row 120 (see Figure 3a). The signal through the third 
fiber is extremely weak and therefore the second region is discarded. Before we can process an observation, the 
illuminated region on the CCD frame must be determined. To do this, we reduce the resolution of the frame 
using binning the pixels in the spectral direction creating 32 spectral bins, this has the advantage of making the 
boundary between non-illuminated and illuminated pixels more distinct. The width of the illuminated region for 
each binned column is found by taking the gradient of the signal across the binned column and looking for the 
first pixel to have a negative gradient, starting from the pixel with the peak signal and moving toward the readout 
register. Similarly, the trailing edge of the dispersion is found by looking for the first positive gradient after the 
peak signal in the second fiber. The bounds for the coarse resolution frame are then interpolated back to the UVIS 
full-wavelength resolution.

The data processing follows a similar method to that used for the UVIS solar occultation and nadir channels 
for visible wavelengths >526 nm (Mason et al., 2022; Willame et al., 2022). After the electronic offset, bright 
pixel and dark current removal, a second order polynomial is fitted either side of the illuminated region to 
remove any residual signal. The corrected Phobos frame along a single column is shown in Figure 3b for 
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Figure 2. Panels (a, b) show the projected footprint of the central fiber on the Phobos surface for observations taken on 28 May 2022 (May-22) and 16 October 2022 
(Oct-22) superimposed on the Viking mosaic of Phobos. Panel (c) shows the illumination of the Deimos surface for the Deimos observation superimposed on the 
Deimos Mosaic produced by Viking. As described in the main text, the surface illumination of Phobos and Deimos at the time of the UVIS observation was calculated 
using SPICE.
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310 nm where a fully illuminated fiber can clearly be seen along with the presence of a partially illuminated 
fiber in Region 1. The light dispersion is summed between the bounds, illustrated in Figure 3b by the verti-
cal dashed lines, to obtain the total signal for a given wavelength. We apply the standard nadir calibration 
described in Willame et al. (2022) to perform a spectral calibration of the Phobos and Deimos observations. 
Since the standard radiometric calibration requires 19 illuminated optical fibers, radiometric calibration would 
require an accurate estimation of the fraction to which the fibers are illuminated, which is planned but outside 
the scope of the present paper. In this first analysis, we normalize the spectra to 535 nm to study the spectral 
slope of the Phobos and Deimos spectra and permit direct comparison of the reflectance with previously 
published observations.

The Deimos observations are processed in the same way as Phobos, with the exception that for Deimos only 
a single fiber is illuminated (same fiber as the brightest Phobos fiber in Figure 3). To improve the SNR of the 
Deimos observation, we combined all frames that had a SNR > 50% of the peak value and bin resultant combined 
frames into spectral bins with a width of 10 nm. While spectral binning lowers the spectral resolution, it increases 
the SNR by a factor of ∼2.5.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Comparison to Previous Phobos Observations

The surface reflectance spectrum of Phobos between 250 and 650 nm obtained by UVIS is shown in Figure 4a 
and compared to previous observations by the ultraviolet spectrometer (UVS) on Mariner 9 (Pang et al., 1978), 
the combined KRFM and ISM spectra aboard Phobos 2 (Murchie et al., 1991), HST FOS (Zellner & Wells, 1994), 
the IMP on Pathfinder (Murchie et al., 1999), OMEGA aboard Mars Express, CRISM on the Mars Reconnais-
sance Orbiter (Fraeman et al., 2012) and OSIRIS NAC-WAC aboard Rosetta (Pajola et al., 2013); see Table 1.

As done in Pajola et al. (2012), all spectra have been normalized to 535 nm to enable a direct comparison of 
spectral shape between the different instruments. The gap in the UVIS data between 390 and 410 nm is associ-
ated with the dichotomy in the second-order filter that causes an artifact in all UVIS spectra (Patel et al., 2017).

Figure 3. (a) Example of the raw output on the UVIS detector array during a Phobos observation. Region 1 contains the 
signal of two fully and partially illuminated fibers, respectively, that are combined to produce the Phobos spectrum. Region 
2 contains a single fiber that is only faintly illuminated with a very low signal that is not included in the creation of the final 
spectrum. Panel (b) shows the dispersion of light down column pixel 238 (310 nm), showing the fully illuminated fiber and 
the partially illuminated fiber in Region 1, and the un-illuminated fiber in Region 2.
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The UVIS Phobos spectrum shows a characteristic red-slope, generally smooth trend, and not characterized by 
significant absorption features. There may be a slight flattening of the spectrum at wavelengths >530 nm rela-
tive to the near ultraviolet, which could be the edge of the 0.65 μm absorption feature (Binzel et al., 2001, 2004; 
Fraeman et al., 2014; Murchie et al., 1999). The UVIS observation May-22 shows a slightly steeper red slope 
compared to Oct-22 at visible wavelengths and exhibits a noticeably steeper UV drop-off at wavelengths shorter 
than 400 nm. The difference between the two UVIS observations is attributed to the fact that they observed 
different proportions of the Phobos blue unit and red unit, with May-22 measuring the area south east of Stickney 
crater, which is dominated by the red unit (Murchie & Erard, 1996; Murchie et al., 1999), while Oct-22 observed 
further west covering a significant portion of Stickney crater and thus measuring a good portion of the blue unit.

Generally, good agreement is seen between UVIS and previous observations at wavelengths longer than 400 nm. 
At wavelengths shorter than 400 nm, observation May-22, which we attribute to the Phobos red unit, agrees well 
with the Mariner 9 observation and is also within the uncertainty of the OSIRIS measurements, both of which 
observed the trailing edge of Phobos which has been shown to be dominated by the Phobos red unit (Murchie & 
Erard, 1996). Nevertheless, the UVIS spectrum is brighter than the Phobos trailing hemisphere measurements by 
Phobos 2 which perhaps suggests some portion of the blue unit was observed.

By comparison, observation Oct-22 shows a shallower UV drop-off and agrees more closely with measurements 
using Phobos 2 and HST FOS, both of which measured the Phobos leading hemisphere, which is dominated 
by the Phobos blue unit. Compared to Oct-22, the HST FOS spectrum is brighter at shorter wavelengths with a 

Figure 4. (a) Comparison of the UVIS Phobos blue unit spectrum (blue line) and red unit spectrum (red line) against those made by other instruments. The blue and 
red shading gives the uncertainty in the UVIS data. Also shown are the Phobos spectra measured by Mariner 9 (light blue circles), Phobos 2 leading (blue-white circles) 
and trailing (red-white circles) edge of Phobos, HST FOS (orange circles), IMP (green-white circles and squares), OMEGA (red crosses), the CRISM blue unit (black 
circles) and red unit (gray circle) and OSIRIS (dark green circles). (b) The UVIS Deimos spectra (black line) compared to other Deimos spectra measured by the, 
Hubble Space Telescope (HST) Faint Object Spectrograph (FOS) red and green dots and the Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars (CRISM) (blue 
dots). We also show the two UVIS Phobos spectra (blue and red lines) for comparison. The inset in (b) shows a zoomed in the region around potential broad absorption 
centered near 0.45 μm.
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flatter gradient across the UV. Given the size of the UVIS footprint on the Phobos surface, we suspect that obser-
vation Oct-22, while observing predominately the blue unit, still observed a mix of both spectral units. This could 
likely explain the steeper UV gradient compared to HST FOS.

Reflectance data on Deimos are more sparse, but in Figure 4b we show a comparison of the UVIS Deimos spec-
trum (binned to a resolution of 10 nm to improve the SNR) to the spectra measured by the HST FOS (Zellner & 
Wells, 1994) and CRISM (Fraeman et al., 2012). The Deimos spectrum is generally consistent within measure-
ment uncertainties with that of the Phobos red unit, with a red-sloped spectrum and no distinct spectral features. 
When compared to previous observations, the UVIS Deimos measurement does not generally agree with the 
FOS measurements, with the UVIS spectrum showing a steeper red-sloped gradient and a greater UV drop-off. 
Somewhat closer agreement is seen at shorter wavelengths (<300 nm); however, this could be due to the higher 
scatter in the FOS data and the larger uncertainties in the UVIS data at these wavelengths. The UVIS and CRISM 
spectra show better agreement with a similar red slope across visible wavelengths.

4.2. Possible Spectral Features for Insights Into Minerology

In the wavelength range of the NOMAD UVIS spectrometer (0.2–0.65 μm), a number of absorption features may 
be present and have been variously identified by different investigators. We examine these detections in light of 
our new UVIS data and include a discussion of potentially new absorption features. It should be noted that these 
putative absorption bands are weak, and their detection or non-detection would be a function of the portion of the 
moon imaged, signal to noise ratio, wavelength range, and spectral resolution. No specific absorption band has 
been detected in all data sets where common wavelength coverage exists.

4.2.1. Spectral Features Between 0.4 and 0.465 µm

HST FOS spectra (Zellner & Wells, 1994) show a possible absorption band centered near 0.40 μm, a ∼0.4 μm 
region absorption band. According to Zellner and Wells (1994), a similar feature is seen in a number of meta-
morphic carbon-dominated materials that are also dark, red-sloped, and otherwise spectrally featureless. If 

Instrument/Spacecraft
Wavelength 
range (μm) Spectral resolution

Detected 
absorption 
bands (µm) Reference Notes

Mariner 9 ultraviolet 
spectrometer

0.21–0.35 1.5 nm Pang et al. (1978) Phobos—red unit

Viking lander camera 0.4–1.1 Narrow band filters with half 
widths of 100 nm

Pang et al. (1978) The Viking lander took disc integrated 
images of the sub-Mars hemisphere

Ground-based 
photometry

0.5–1.0 λ/Δλ ∼ 100 0.65 Pang et al. (1978) Phobos red and blue unit

Phobos 2: KRFM 0.32–0.6 λ/Δλ ∼ 10 0.65 µm Murchie and 
Erard (1996)

Phobos red and blue unit

Phobos 2: ISM 0.76–3.16 λ/Δλ ∼ 50 Murchie and 
Erard (1996)

HST: FOS 0.21–0.8 0.3 nm (210 nm) Zellner and Wells (1994) Observed both Phobos blue unit and Deimos

20 nm (800 nm)

Pathfinder: IMP 0.44–1.1 Variable width filters with 
Bandwidths range from 18.9 

to 40.8 nm

0.65 Murchie et al. (1999) IMP measured the sub-Mars hemisphere of 
Phobos which is believed to contain both 
the red and blue geological units.

Mars Express: OMEGA 0.35–5.0 7.0 nm (0.35–1.105 μm) Fraeman et al. (2012) Observations of the Phobos red and blue unit

MRO: CRISM 0.4–3.9 ∼6.55 nm 0.65 Fraeman et al. (2012) Observations of the Phobos red and blue unit 
as well as Deimos2.8

Rosetta: OSIRIS 
NAC-WAC

0.26–0.99 Variable width filters, FWHM 
of the filters ranged from 21 

to 83 nm

0.6 Pajola et al. (2013) Measured the Phobos red unit

Table 1 
Characteristics of Observations of Phobos and Deimos at UV and Visible Wavelengths
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present, such a band could be indicative of the presence of organic materials, specifically aromatic carbon π-π* 
transitions, seen commonly in metalloporphyrins, and termed the Soret band (e.g., Dunning & Moore, 1957; 
Gouterman, 1978). Absorption bands are seen in a variety of porphyrin-bearing geological materials such as 
oil shales (Holden & Gaffey, 1990), as well as in a reflectance spectrum of the CI1 CC Orgueil (Holden & 
Gaffey, 1987), and possibly in reflectance spectra of asteroid (2) Pallas (Vilas et al., 1993). Porphyrins are pres-
ent in Orgueil (Hodgson & Baker,  1964). Unfortunately, this wavelength region is close to the second order 
filter dichotomy and thus not well sampled by UVIS. MAVEN/IUVS observations of the trailing hemisphere 
of Phobos showed “marginal evidence for an absorption feature longward of 300 nm, potentially produced by 
organic compounds” (Chaffin et al., 2017).

The UVIS spectra show a potential broad feature centered near 0.45–0.46 μm consistent with a spin-forbidden 
band associated with Fe 3+ in tetrahedral coordination in minerals such as serpentinites (Greenberger et al., 2015) 
and ferric iron sulfates (Cloutis et al., 2006). The 0.45 μm feature is more prominent in May-22, and Deimos 
observation compared to Oct-22, which observed more of the Phobos blue unit compared to May-22. The red unit 
and Deimos spectra exhibiting stronger absorption bands are consistent with other spectral features, namely the 
0.65 and 2.8 μm bands, which have been shown to be either weaker or, in the case of the 0.65 μm band, absent in 
the blue unit (Fraeman et al., 2014).

4.2.2. Spectral Features Between 0.5 and 0.65 µm

A weak slope break and/or “shelf” in the 0.5–0.6 μm region is seen in the UVIS spectra where the spectral gradi-
ent changes to a shallower slope relative to shorter wavelengths (see Figure 4). Fraeman et al. (2012) presented 
OMEGA spectra of global Phobos, which show a change in slope and a region of constant reflectance (shelf) 
between ∼0.5 and 0.6 μm; similarly, CRISM spectra of Phobos and Deimos show a similar feature (Fraeman 
et al., 2014), but it was not discussed. A slope break near 0.5 μm is seen in some spectra of the CI1 CC Orgueil 
(Cloutis et al., 2011), but its cause is uncertain. Some magnetite reflectance spectra do show a flat spectral slope 
or shallow absorption band in the 0.5–0.6 μm interval (Izawa et  al.,  2019), but also show other features not 
consistent with the martian moon spectra, such as a broad 1 μm region absorption feature. A 0.5–0.6 μm feature 
is seen in some plagioclase feldspar spectra, and a slope break is seen in many lunar regolith samples. This feature 
is likely attributable to Fe 2+-associated absorption.

The flattening of the spectrum could also be associated with the broad shallow absorption feature centered 
near 0.65 μm identified in multiple observational data of the martian moons (Fraeman et  al.,  2014; Murchie 
& Erard,  1996; Murchie et  al.,  2008; Pajola et  al.,  2013). Its depth ranges from ∼0.5% to 5%, and its pres-
ence and strength is correlated with the slope of the visible to near infrared spectral continuum, specifically: 
Raverage(0.40–0.50)/Raverage(0.75–0.85) (Fraeman et al., 2014), with the Phobos red unit displaying a higher band depth. 
Following Fraeman et al. (2014), we attempted to determine whether the observed slope break observed in the 
UVIS data is associated with the 0.65 μm absorption by subtracting a linear continuum between 0.5 and 0.85 μm 
from the UVIS Phobos and Deimos spectra. While UVIS does not measure the longer wavelengths required for 
such an analysis, fortuitously the observing geometry of the CRISM (FRT00002992_03) and UVIS observations 
are similar, with both viewing the sub-Mars hemisphere, as illustrated in Figures 1a, 1b, and 5a. The similarity in 
the view geometry allowed us to project the UVIS FOV onto the CRISM image and, by averaging all the CRISM 
pixels that were within the UVIS FOV, to derive an equivalent CRISM spectra for the UVIS observations of 
Phobos, thus providing an extended wavelength range. The derived CRISM spectra for the UVIS observations, 
May-22 (MAY-22 CRISM) and Oct-22 (OCT-22 CRISM) are shown in Figure 5b. Not unexpectedly, the MAY-22 CRISM 
spectrum is very similar to the Phobos red unit spectrum derived by Fraeman et al. (2014) given that the loca-
tion of the UVIS footprint for the May-22 observation is over an area suspected to be dominated by the red unit. 
While the Oct-22 observation measured a portion of the Stickney crater and the Phobos blue unit, the Oct-22 CRISM 
spectrum displays a noticeably steeper gradient across NIR wavelengths compared to the CRISM blue unit. This 
spectrum has a slope that, while shallower than the CRISM red unit, still sits more closely to the Phobos red unit. 
This supports the observational evidence that the Oct-22 spectrum is a composite of both geological units given 
the relatively large footprint of UVIS. A linear continuum between 0.5 and 0.85 μm was calculated from the 
derived CRISM spectra and subtracted from both the CRISM and UVIS spectra for May-22 and Oct-22 (binned 
to a 10 nm resolution to improve the SNR close to the detector edge). For comparison we also subtract a linear 
continuum from the UVIS Deimos spectrum (calculated from the CRISM Deimos spectrum) and the OSIRIS 
Phobos data and show their resultant continuum removed spectrum alongside those for May-22 and Oct-22 in 
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Figure 5c. The continuum removed spectra of UVIS are similar to those derived from CRISM and OSIRIS, 
displaying a shallow, negative spectral gradient from 0.53 to 0.61 μm, consistent with the 0.65 μm absorption 
feature. As expected, the May-22 and Deimos spectra show a similar spectral slope and potential band depth, 
consistent with May-22 measuring the Phobos red unit. Oct-22 exhibits a shallower gradient toward 0.65 μm 
compared to both the May-22 and Deimos spectra. This provides further observational evidence that the Oct-22 
spectrum contains some portion of the Phobos blue unit, which was shown by Fraeman et al. (2014) not to exhibit 
the 0.65 μm absorption feature. Our analysis suggests that the likely cause of the slope break near 0.53 μm in the 
UVIS Phobos and Deimos spectra is a result of the previously identified 0.65 μm absorption feature.

A similar absorption feature has also been observed in the red-sloped spectra of low albedo asteroids but as noted 
by Fraeman et al. (2014), multiple absorption processes can result in a spectral feature near 0.65 μm, including 
Fe 2+ and Fe 3+ electronic transitions, Fe 2+–Fe 3+ charge transfers, and metallic iron absorptions combined with 

Figure 5. (a) Illustration of the UVIS FoV projected onto the CRISM Phobos observation (FRT00002992_03) for May-22 (red circle) and Oct-22 (blue circle). (b) The 
reflectance spectrum normalized to 535 nm derived from CRSIM data for UVIS observations May-22 (white line) and Oct-22 (black line) and the Phobos red unit (red 
line) and blue unit (blue line) as measured by CRISM (Fraeman et al., 2014). (c) Shows the continuum removed spectrum for the UVIS observations, May-22 (red line), 
Oct-22 (blue line), and Deimos (brown line), OSIRIS (green circles) (Pajola et al., 2013), and the CRISM-derived spectra for May-22 (while line) and Oct-22 (black 
line).
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Rayleigh scattering by nanophase particles (Clark et  al.,  2012; Morris et  al.,  1985). The assignment of this 
(single) feature to a unique mechanism or specific phase is difficult (King & Clark, 1997).

Mineralogically, this feature can be plausibly attributed to desiccated Fe-phyllosilicates or space weathered exog-
enic materials, producing Fe and OH. In the case of phyllosilicates, a band centered near 0.65 μm is most consist-
ent with saponitic and/or serpentinitic phyllosilicates and is attributable to Fe 3+–Fe 2+ charge transfers; it can be 
seen in reflectance spectra of CCs that are otherwise largely featureless (Cloutis et al., 2011).

Attributing this feature to heated phyllosilicates would be consistent with phyllosilicate-rich ejecta from Mars, 
as naturally heated CCs do not show the red-sloped spectra of the martian moons (Cloutis, Hudon, Hiroi, & 
Gaffey, 2012). Attributing this feature to metallic iron would be consistent with space weathering of Fe-bearing 
materials, which could derive from basaltic or carbonaceous chondrite targets. Its correlation with spectral slopes 
would also be consistent with space weathering as this absorption feature is absent in the presumably less space 
weathered Phobos blue unit associated with Stickney crater. An alternative explanation for this feature is its 
association with olivine (Gaffey, 1998; King & Ridely, 1987). However, it is generally weak, and if associated 
with Fe 2+, would be expected to be accompanied by stronger Fe 2+-associated absorption bands in the 0.9–1.3 μm 
region.

4.3. Discussion

The lack of definitive absorption bands at UV-visible wavelengths, and being reliant on albedo and spectral slope 
alone, limits our ability to elucidate the composition of Phobos and Deimos. However, we can provide inferences 
about the composition and origin of the moons through spectral comparisons with other known airless bodies and 
meteorites. In Figure 6, we present a comparison of the UVIS Phobos “red unit” May-22 spectrum and the UVIS 
Phobos “blue unit” spectrum Oct-22 against the spectra of known C-type (145 Adeona), D-type (773 Irmintraud) 
and T-type (308 Polyxo) asteroids (Chapman et  al.,  2005) to make a possible taxonomical comparison with 
Phobos. We also show a comparison with the Tagish Lake meteorite sample (Hiroi et al., 2001), which is consid-
ered as a possible Phobos-like analog meteorite (Fraeman et al., 2012; Pajola et al., 2012), and the Mars mete-
orite NWA 2737 sample. NWA 2737 is a dunite with a composition that is 87% olivine, but it is unusually dark 
brown in color likely associated with its high shock level (Pieters et al., 2008; Treiman et al., 2007). Unlike more 
common terrestrial olivines, the NWA 2737 UV and visible spectrum has a low albedo and a strong red-slope 
with weak ferrous absorptions in the 1 μm region (Pieters et al., 2008). Figure 6 provides a spectral comparison 
of the UVIS Deimos spectrum to the same asteroids and meteorite samples.

The UVIS measurements confirm previous studies (Fraeman et al., 2012, 2014; Murchie & Erard, 1996; Pajola 
et  al.,  2013,  2018) that suggest, at least spectrally, that Phobos and Deimos are more akin to T- and D-type 

Figure 6. The observed reflectance spectrum of the Deimos (open black circles), Phobos blue unit (blue line) and Phobos 
red unit (red line) compared against the spectra of known asteroids, 145 Adeona (C-type) (orange dots), 308 Polyxo (T-type) 
(green dots), 773 Irmintraud (D-type) (blue dots) and also the Tagish lake (black line) and Mars meteorite NWA 2737 (white 
line) samples. Observations are normalized to 535 nm to compare the spectral shape.
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asteroids than to C-type asteroids, with a distinctly redder slope across visible wavelengths. The Phobos red unit 
and Deimos spectra tend toward greater likeness to the redder sloped T-type asteroid and also the Tagish Lake 
meteorite, which itself is thought to be analogous to T-type asteroids (Hiroi et al., 2001; Pajola et al., 2013, 2018). 
On the other hand, the blue unit appears to be spectrally closer to the D-type asteroid, a shallower gradient at 
longer wavelengths and a reduced UV drop-off. The spectral similarity to D-type and T-type asteroids alone 
cannot confirm Phobos and Deimos as being captured asteroids however, since as discussed by Hyodo, Genda, 
et al. (2017) and Hyodo, Rosenblatt et al. (2017), the spectral similarity to primitive D-type and T-type asteroids 
could be explained by the moons having formed at the outer reaches of an accretion disk after a giant collision 
which later migrated inward. The accreted material would, according to Hyodo, Genda, et al. (2017) and Hyodo, 
Rosenblatt et al. (2017), consist of a mixture of melted and highly shocked martian and impactor materials. This 
leaves open the possibility of a wide range of lithologies.

The Tagish Lake C2 ungrouped chondrite is generally spectrally featureless and shows good spectral likeness 
to Phobos and Deimos across the UVIS wavelength range, as previously reported by Fraeman et al. (2014) and 
Pajola et al. (2013). Different lithologies have variable spectral slopes ranging as high as Phobos red material 
(Cloutis, Hudon, Hiroi, Gaffey, Mann, 2012; Izawa et al., 2015). Pajola et al. (2013) found that a modeled mixture 
of the Tagish Lake CC plus a spectrally nearly-featureless basaltic glass powder matched both the albedo and 
spectral slope of the Phobos red unit from 0.3 to ∼3.5 μm. In the ultraviolet spectrum, various lithologies of 
Tagish Lake show weak absorption features near 0.22 and 0.27 μm that are attributable to Fe 3+-O and Fe 2+-O 
charge transfers, respectively (Izawa et al., 2015). The weak signal at short wavelengths in the UVIS data prevents 
confirmation of whether similar absorptions are present in the Phobos and Deimos spectra.

Reflectance spectra of the Mars meteorite NWA 2737 show some spectra with a red-sloped continuum similar 
to red material at wavelengths <550 nm. Analysis of the brown olivine in NWA 2737 by Pieters et al. (2008) 
concluded that the most likely cause of the red-sloped continuum and suppressed ferrous absorption was the pres-
ence of shock-induced nanophase metallic iron particles (npFe 0) finely dispersed throughout the brown olivine. 
However, the reflectance spectrum of this meteorite shows a ubiquitous Fe 2+-associated absorption band in the 
1 μm region, unlike Phobos. This feature appears to be highly persistent in the face of space weathering and melt-
ing (e.g., Battler & Spray, 2009; Loeffler et al., 2009; Yamada et al., 1999). Noble et al. (2007) demonstrated that 
even small amounts of npFe 0 embedded in silicate can have a significant effect on the visible and near-IR spec-
trum of the host material, producing a darker red-sloped spectrum with significantly suppressed mineral absorp-
tion bands, similar to what we see for the martian moons. This leads to the enticing question on the potential 
role embedded npFe 0 could have in explaining the observed red-sloped and near featureless spectrum of Phobos 
and Deimos. Spectroscopic studies (Cloutis et al., 1990a, 1990b, 1990c, 2009; Singer, 1981) involving olivine 
mixed with various opaque materials, such as metallic iron, graphite, and iron oxides, can diminish spectral bands 
across UV to NIR wavelengths, which could partially explain the lack of Fe 2+ electronic absorptions, diagnostic 
of olivine and pyroxene in the CRISM data (Fraeman et al., 2014).

Determining the composition of Phobos (and Deimos), as either captured asteroids or re-accreted ejecta from 
a giant impact on Mars, is not straightforward as their surface may consist of a mixture of martian, martian 
impactor, and asteroidal/zodiacal dust (e.g., Fries et al., 2017). The giant impact hypothesis suggests that the 
composition of Phobos may be ∼50/50 Mars/impactor, with, as mentioned, the composition of the impactor 
being essentially unknown (Hyodo, Genda, et al., 2017). The ejecta would be mostly molten with a small amount 
of vapor (Hyodo, Genda, et al., 2017). It is expected that a giant-impact origin of the martian moons may be 
dominated by vaporized material (Craddock, 2011), although the existence of low shock-level martian meteorites 
suggests that unshocked or unmelted materials could be ejected from the surface of Mars and reaccreted.

After their formation or capture, subsequent impacts on Mars can insert ejecta into Phobos-crossing orbits (e.g., 
Patel et  al.,  2019), and Phobos will also encounter solar system projectiles. Modeling suggests that the two 
processes add, at most, 3% material to the regolith of Phobos, with the bulk coming from solar system projec-
tiles (Ramsley & Head, 2013). In addition to projectiles, dust may be deposited on their surfaces at a rate of 
<14–26 μm/year (Miyamoto et al., 2021), and over 4 Ga could accumulate a ∼200–300 cm thick surface layer 
(Fries et  al.,  2017). Mass transfer between Phobos and Deimos is also probable based on geomorphological 
observations and impact modeling (Nayak et al., 2016). Finally, space weathering, whose spectrum-altering prop-
erties are not well constrained, could change the spectroscopic properties of the moons' surfaces (e.g., Pieters 
et al., 2014).
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The spectral differences between the Phobos red unit and Deimos as compared to the Phobos blue unit, which is 
largely associated with Stickney crater on Phobos, may be attributable to space weathering, where Stickney crater 
represents younger material (Ramsley & Head, 2017). However, stratigraphic relationships and areal distribution 
suggest that the red unit may not simply derive from space weathering of the blue unit (Pieters et al., 2014). A 
similar analysis of observational data for the dark near-Earth asteroids Bennu and Ryugu also suggests that space 
weathering trends on dark asteroids are complex (Clark et al., 2023).

5. Conclusions
The spectral reflectance of Phobos and Deimos has the potential to provide constraints on the composition of 
Phobos and Deimos and ultimately elucidate the origin of these two moons. In this study, we present the reflec-
tance of Phobos and Deimos at ultraviolet and visible wavelengths measured by NOMAD-UVIS onboard TGO. 
Comparisons of these measurements with previous observations by other instruments have proved to be in good 
agreement, showing a relatively featureless and predominately red-sloped spectrum similar to D-type and T-type 
asteroids.

The UVIS data alone are insufficient to determine the composition of Phobos and Deimos. The future Martian 
Moons eXploration (MMX) mission (Kuramoto et al., 2022) will perform a comprehensive analysis of the martian 
moons through a combination of visible-infrared, Gamma-ray & Neutron, and ion-mass spectroscopy observa-
tions in order to determine the elemental composition of the moons. Further high-resolution UV-VIS observa-
tions by NOMAD in collaboration with MMX will allow us to further elucidate the origin of the moons  of Mars.

Appendix A: Comparison of All UVIS Phobos Spectra
For clarity, in the manuscript we restrict our analysis to two UVIS Phobos observations performed on May 28, 
2022 and the 16 October 2022, for reasons of clarity. The observation characteristics meant that approximately 
the same general face of the Phobos surface was repeatedly observed. Hence, the Phobos spectra were all very 
similar and showing them all did not add to the discussion in the paper. We therefore restricted the discussion to 
focus on the two observations that represented the highest quality data and, more importantly, the mostly likely 
candidates for the two color units located on the surface of Phobos. The rest of the UVIS spectra sit somewhere 
between these two observations with a mixture of coverage of red/blue units in each observation as we show in 
Figure A1 by the black lines. Comparing all the observations, very little difference is seen in the UVIS spectra 
at visible wavelengths >420 nm. At shorter wavelengths each spectrum becomes slightly more distinct, either 
slightly bluer or redder depending on the proportion of the blue and red unit within the UVIS footprint during 
the observation. The two observations discussed in this paper are shown as the bold red (May-22) and bold blue 
(Oct-22) lines and bound to the other observations.
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Data Availability Statement
Public access to all ExoMars TGO data is available through the ESA Planetary Science Archive (archives.esac.
esa.int/psa/). The Asteroid spectral data used in the comparisons were taken from Chapman et al.  (2005) and 
the meteorite data from the RELAB Spectral Library (Milliken, 2020). The reflectance spectra of Phobos and 
Deimos from NOMAD-UVIS measurements used in this article are publicly available via the Open Research 
Data Online (ORDO) data repository (Mason & Patel, 2023).
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Figure A1. The reflectance spectrum of Phobos normalized to unity at 535 nm for all UVIS observations of Phobos. 
In the observations presented in this work, May-22 (red line) defines the “reddest” spectrum and Oct-22 (blue line) the 
“bluest” spectrum. The other Phobos spectra are shown in black and sit between May-22 and Oct-22. The inset zooms in the 
300–370 nm region to more clearly show the spectral variation in the UVIS observations.
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